
After the guitar pickup was experimented in 1920s, 

many engineers and musicians star ted  to develop  p ickup  

in  var ious ways and  models. Gu itar  sound in  

popular music trend also has been big part of influence for 

development of p ickup .

We are pleased to introduce our new products for 

real vintage and custom pickups. 

We always care about this most basic important 

concept and produce our special ized pickups. 

This catalog has 

special ized pickup series according to sound style 

of vintage era tone and customized pickup 

with characteristic tone color. Vintage pickup 

series includes categorized pickups by vintage 

sound era`s (Rockabil ly, Blues, Jazz, 

Classic Rock,. . . )
 specif ic sound. 



 We are pleased to introduce All New Giovanni 
for Guitar and Bass pickups. Since 1996 Artec 
has been dedicated to being a worldwide supplier 
and maker of pickups for guitar and bass. 
 The latest in our designs and innovation included 
some historical research on our pickups.
 We have invested our time to make a good sound 
of pickup and make a real aged looks pickup like 
old Vintage pickups.

Since 1996 Artec has been dedicated to being a worldwide supplier and maker of pickups for guitar 
and bass. The latest in our designs and innovation included some historical research on our part. 
We are now pleased to introduce the new VINTAGE AUTHENIC PICKUPS. We believe that every detail 
in our material is related to the instrument itself, the tone woods and other parts such as wiring 
with the actual electronics of a guitar.

For players’ best performance with balanced output, our VINTAGE AUTHENTIC pickup set is 
calibrated with fine balance tuning. Each pickup is analyzed with D.C resistance, Inductance, 
Resonant peak and output at our custom pickup R&D lab.  

Calibrated each set of pickup / Sound Analysis

 With original specifications in hand we have applied to create our own characteristic sound which 
blendswell with many music styles such as rockabilly, blues, rock, funk, and metal. Music and guitar 
sounds havebeen changing ever since guitar pickups were invented for use with amplification. 
We have applied our vintage specs to each and every one of our pickups. We hope that you can 
enjoy a new inspiration in your instrument with our new pickups.

Sincerely, 

Founder, CEO 
ARTEC SOUND

y, 

Foun
ART
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Features of all

Giovanni pickups

PLANE ENAMEL HEAVY FORMVAR WIRE

All vintage pickups in the 50’s and many in the 60’s were
built with either plain enamel or heavy fomvar magnet 
wire. The coating of the wire has a certain influence on 
the sound, because itfuntions as a dielectric between the 
windings (capacitor effect), and this is responsible for some 
capacitive resistances. 

REAL BUTYRATE HUMBUCKER BOBBINS
Butyrate is the old material, the bobbins in the 50’s
were made of and many purists look for this feature.

GERMAN SILVER BASEPLATES AND COVER,18% NICKEL
Good material is essential for a good sound.
The matal surrounding the pickup produces capacitive 
resistances and eliminates heights.
The effect can be minimized by using appropriate material.

REAL ALNICO II AND ALNICO V SANDCASTED MAGNETS

Not only were Alnico magnets almost exclusively uesd for pickuos
built in the 50’s and 60’s, they also have a smoother and more 
musical sound than their modern ceramic counterparts often found
in cheaper pickups.

ROUTED METAL SPACER FOR HUMBUKER
AND 90 CLASSIC(NOT  PUNCHED)

This small metal part is responsible for a perfect
fitting of the whole pickup unit, which is the basis
for a feedback-free sound quality.
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Vintage Single 
 Since George Beauchamp`s first single coil pickup in 1920`s, single coil pickup has been used for 
popular music such as blues, rock, jazz and major musical style equipped in the electric guitars 
like a Strat®. Based on traditional essential single coil pickup sound, you can use our VINTAGE 
SERIES for all rounds of music styles.

Our GVS 50 pickups set is applied A.V.T for pure bell like sound. 
Each pickup is calibrated as a set with balanced volume. Our 
customizing wire is made with same coating chemistry and 
specialized staggered rods are applied to compensate different 
output of each string with descent from 1950`s vintage single 
pickup sound. Together with detail specifications, you can feel 
pure single coil sound with clarity. 

VINTAGE SINGLE 50

GVS-50

GVS-60

GVS-60-Aged

The GVS 60 pickup set delivers chimney sound 
with versatility as well as balanced tone. 
The middle pickup is Reverse Wound Reverse 
Polarity for hum canceling positions in 2 and 4 
and it makes a thick mid high range for traditional 
blues guitar sound. Our staggered rods are
applied to compensate different output of 
each string.

VINTAGE SINGLE 60

VINTAGE SINGLE 60 AGEDGLE 60 AAAAAAGED

N: 5.8 M: 5.9 B: 6.3

N: 6.0 M: 6.3 B: 6.9

N: 6.0 M: 6.3 B: 6.9
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 Many single coil pickup users tend to replace bridge pickup to get hotter and heavier guitar tone 
following the overall music trend. Custom SINGLE is created for hotter sound than Vintage Single 
pickup series. The Custom SINGLE series is created for all round music style with more enhanced 
middle and articulated tonal implication. We also calculated signal peak and calibrated bridge 
single pickup for balanced tone. Based on traditional essential single coil pickup sound, you can 
use this pickups for most types of music styles. It brings more output with Special sound. Our 
customizing wire is made with same coating chemistry. If you are looking for existence of enhanced 
hot single with balanced tone, The Custom SINGLE series will be perfect for replacement of 
your pickup.

GCS-1

 Many single coil pickup users tend to replace bridge 
pickup to get hotter and heavier guitar tone following 
the overall music trend. GCS-1 is created for hotter 
sound than Vintage Single pickup series. It has more 
sustain, full range of tone shape, and balanced high 
output. This pickup still has vintage color tone with 
stable balance on the neck and bridge positions. 
Each characteristic pickup offers various styles of 
sounds. This GCS-1 pickup set has versatile tonality 
and single preferring guitar players‘ popular sound. 
Here is the general tone guidance about GCS-1 set.
General tone guidance: Chunky crunch blues sound 
(GCS-1 neck pickup), sensitive pure clean sound 
(2 and 4 pickup selector positions on the GCS-1 
with S-S-S set, hum-cancelling operation with Reverse 
Wounded middle pickup), gorgeous midrange and 
balanced clear sound (GCS -1 Middle pickup, RWRP 
- Reverse Wound Reverse Polarity), Fat, rich, and 
powerful high output, with more sustains (GCS-1 
Bridge pickup). For these reasons, different wire 
guages are used in GCS-1 set. Each neck and middle 
pickup is wound with special #42 gauge formvar coil 
to add more rich and powerful vintage sound. GCS-1 
bridge pickup is wound with #43 gauge formvar to get 
thick and full midrange of tone shape. Each pickup 
coil turns is measured by customized and computerized 
coil winder for accurate resistance and tension. 
Alnico5 magnet, slightly beveled pole- piece, black fiber 
bobbin, cloth wire are used to get custom sound with 
authentic vintage tone. Each different staggered pole 
piece height can make you feel the delicacy of each 
string sound movement with your own picking attack. 

N: 6.5 M: 6.9 B: 10.2
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GCS-2

GCS-2

GCS-2-Aged

Enamel coated wire

you can express heavy chunky crunch tone and mid 
range. GCS-2 can be good match with any kind of 
music style. It‘s versatile and flexible for various 
guitar tones. Alnico5 magnet and #42 gauge plain 
enamel offer unique single coil sound of GCS-2. 
Each pole piece is staggered and different height 
for reacting of picking tonal shape. Each pickup is 
wound with exact coil turn which is measured by 
computerized coil winding machine. Slightly beveled 
pole- piece, black fiber bobbin, cloth wire are used 
to get characteristic custom single coil sound.

From middle to late 60s, single coil pickups got changes for 
something different single coil sound. Enamel coated wire 
was used for single coil pick up during late mid 60s. GCS-2 
offers different characteristic sound. It has strong middle 
range, fat, and thick tonal shape. This pickup also has vintage 
classic sound with rich volume and sustain. When you play 
clean sound with GCS-2 set, you will feel the unique thick 
tonal shape and glassy tone with balance between neck 
and middle position pickups. Bridge position pickup sound 
is more thicker and powerful. when you play the clean 
channel guitar sound with GCS-2 set, you will feel the 
dark, thick and warm characteristic tone shape. 
For drive sound, 

GCS-2-Aged

N: 6.5 M: 6.8 B: 8.8

N: 6.5 M: 6.8 B: 8.8
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GCS-STK is staked humbucker pickups in 
single coil sized. Using this, you can upgrade 
to humbucker sound without any changes.

GCS-LN noiseless single pickups produce 
all the clarity and power of single coil 
sound without the hum noise.Have a 
feeling of the real single coil sound 
without any hum.

GCS-LN

GCS-STK

GCS-STK

GCS-LN

N: 7.0 M: 7.3 B: 7.3

N,M,B : 10.0
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GSHXN / GSHXB are the modern style single 
pickups which have hex screw pole piece on.

GSHXN

GSHXB

GSHXN / GSHXB

N: 5.2 M: 5.5 B: 6.5

N: 5.2 M: 5.5 B: 6.5
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Gsoap

GHsoap-Bk

GHsoap-IV

Gdog

The Gsoap / Gdog / GHsoap is recreated to reflect 
substitute for replacement of Charlie Christian’s pickup 
after world war II. Many legend players such as Pete 
Townshend played with this type of pickups and this 
characteristic sound was popular in 1960 to 1970`s. 
This unique soap bar and dog ear type pickup produces 
special cutting edge overdrive sound and crispy 
transparent in clean channel.

Gsoap / Gdog / GHsoap

Vintage Soap Bar

Origianal 90 classic cover 
with correct radius and 
correct cream color.
We tooled for our own historically 
corredt 90 Classiccover to give 
this great sound wound pickups 
a perfect appearance.

Af ter  the Second  Wor ld  War,  one of  the most  
f amous s i ng le p i ckup  was i nt rod uced  to gui tar  
p layers.  Soap  b ar  sty le p ickup  has b een b ig 
p art  of  late 40s and  50s rockab i l ly  and  j azz  
gui tar  scene.  We introduce this legendary 
famous single p ickup,  Soapbar style GSOAP and  
soap  bar style with dog ear GDOG.

N: 7.6 B: 8.8

N: 7.6 B: 8.8

N: 10.0 B: 12.0
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Soul  Train Series

GBC73 -Bk

GBC73 -HORROR

GBC73 -Rock-ZB

GCB73 & GBC73-ROCK& GBC73-Horror is a dual 
blades exposed single type humbucker pickup 
with more sustains and attack. Dual blades and 
ceramic bar are used for increasing volume, 
sustain and mid-low frequency.GCB73 & 
GBC73-ROCK pickup is perfect for replacement 
of regular bridge single coil pickup with more power. 

N.M.B: 12.0

N.M.B: 16.8

N.M.B: 10.4
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GVT-50-B

GVT-50-Aged

The VINTAGE Tele series produce from enhanced mid range with 
brightness in bridge position to warm low mellow in neck position. 
This also can make steel guitar emulated clean tone as well as 
country, blues, jazz, and Rock. Based on traditional essential 
single coil pickup sound, you can use our VINTAGE Tele SERIES 
for TWANGY sound.

The GVT-50 pickup set produces traditional 
early '50s pickup for Tele®. 
We use AlNiCo 5 magnet rods and copper 
plated steel base plate following with A.V.T. 
for extra midrange punch and clarity for 
traditional twang sound. This pickups has 
a little less output then the vintage Tele®. 
Overall tone is Tele® with clean bright tone, 
round bass with soft attack. 

GVT-50

GVT-50-Ni

CR Ni GD

GD-Aged Ni-Aged

N: 7.5

B: 9.0
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The GVT-60 pickup set produces traditional 
early '60s pickup for Tele®. 
We use AlNiCo 5 magnet rods and copper 
plated steel base plate following with A.V.T. 
for extra midrange punch and clarity for 
traditional twang sound. This pickups has 
a little less output then the vintage Tele®. 
Overall tone is Tele® with clean bright tone, 
round bass with soft attack. 

GVT-60

GVT-60-Ni

GVT-60-Ni-Aged

GVT-60-B

N: 9.5

N: 10.5
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Custom Tele

Like many other single pickup users of Strat®, the Tele® 
users are also looking for more “HOT” sound. The Custom 
Tele series will help you to upgrade your guitar easily 
without extra modifying. The Custom Tele pickups 
are ready for your choice.

GCT65-B

GCT73-B

GCT73-N

GCT65-N

N: 8.2

B: 8.6 

N: 7.0

B: 11.0
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GRZ

GRZ-Air (ACTIVE)

The POWER SERIES pickups are created for matching with high gain sound which is aggressive  
and growling lower bottom.The RAZOR has exposed bar type AlNiCo5 magnet and The HORROR 2 
has hex type screwed poles with more options. From core to doom metal guitar sound, 
The POWER SERIES pickups will be perfect choice for your weapon.

The RAZOR enables high output with more 
powered sound than regular single coil pickup. 
Our selected bladed AlNiCo5 magnet brings 
more brightness with good sustain with volume. 
This pickup set is calibrated with balanced 
output.

Power Series

GRZ

N: 8.0 M: 8.0 B: 10.0

N: 8.0 M: 8.0 B: 10.0
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GDR-Air(ACTIVE)

 The DOUBLE RAZOR is loaded with high output 
with growling tight bottom. This pickup is good 
match for straight heavy distortion sound. Our 
special double vacuum wax potting protects 
microphonic noise from your heavy gain effect 
gears on the stage. 4 conductshield wire is used 
for tonal variation such as split coil tap for 
single or mix with other pickup position in 
H-S-H or H-H pickup position in your guitar.

DOUBLE RAZOR

GDR / GDR-AIR

N: 9.2 B: 14.6

N: 9.2 B: 14.6
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GVH-2

Since Humbucker pickups introduced in 1935 and developed in 1950 and 1960’s,
this characteristic warm rounded midrange electric guitar sound has been expressed 
in classic rock, blues and jazz guitar sound. 
We recreated our CLASSIC humbuckers in some sound variation following with A.V.T.
Based on traditional humbucker sound, you can use our CALSSIC SERIES for 
all round music styles.

HUMBUCKER

GVH-1 has warm, rich, and identical sound 
with special tonal texture. GVH-1 is wound 
with #42 plain enamel coil with our special 
computerized winding machines. It makes 
more presence and full range of classic tone.
GVH-1 is produced following detailed process 
to get the most identical humbucker sound.

GVH-1

GCH-2 neck pickup is wound with #42 heavy formvar 
coil to make warm and rich neck sound with clarity 
of tone shape. You can hear the warm solid clean 
sound and nice tonal texture classic drive sound. 
GCH-2 Bridge pickup is wound with #43 heavy 
formvar wire to get thicker and heavier solid 
sound. it has high output, rich, full midrange 
sound with tight punch on the bottom. You can 
adjust each string balance with screwed pole 
piece for balanced tone shape.

GVH-2

GVH-1
CR Ni GD

Bk ZB

CR Ni GD

Bk ZB

N: 8.0 B: 8.8

N: 8.0 B: 8.8
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CR Ni GD

Bk ZB

The GVH 59 is true vintage humbucker sound 
with smooth, bite and brilliance in voiced 
magic midrange sound. Our specified magnet 
method brings original vintage tonal implication.
It brings definition with distinct midrange sound. 
We also applied perfect matched poles in the 
butyrate bobbins in pickup structure. For 
strong structural integrity, we use selected 
quality materials. We use American Wire 
Standard Gauge with detail coating options. 
Together with A.V.T, you will hear complete 
and articulated true vintage humbucker 
pickup sound. 

GVH-59

GVH-59-AGED

GVH-59

GVH-59-CR-Aged

GVH-59-Ni-Aged

GVH-59-GD-Aged

GVH-59-Bk-Aged GVH-59-ZB-Aged

N: 7.4 B: 8.4
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GCH-ROCK-ZB

N: 8.6 B: 11.6
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Ni GD

Bk ZB

The GVH LEAD humbucker brings identical 
standard humbucker sound. We also applied 
perfect matched pole and bobbin which 
reduce microphonic noise. 

GVH-LEAD

GVH-LEAD-AGED

GVH-LEAD

GVH-LEAD-CR-Aged

GVH-LEAD-Ni-Aged

GVH-LEAD-Ni-Aged

GVH-LEAD-ZB-Aged

GVH-LEAD-Bk-Aged

CR

AD-CR-Aged

N: 8.6 B: 12.8
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GCH-2

If you are looking for real full range of Humbucker sound with 
clarity of texture, GCH-1 is the answer for your special needs. 
 GCH-1 has unique characteristic tones. It has warm, smooth tone and sustain like Vintage 
Humbucker sound and colorful dynamic sound like modern character ist ic  tonal i ty.  GCH-1
is  wound with heavy formvar coi l  to  get  more presence and full range of classic tone. 
Our computerized coil winder made it possible to get balanced coil winding which enables 
exact DC Resistance for each bobbin. Alnico 5 Magnets are used with exact gauss measur
ement. Each adjustable pole piece is installed by individual motorized screw injector. 
Special German silver bottom plate and improved cloth wire are used to get bright sound 
and punch. We use special wax-dipping with exact ratio of paraffin and Bees wax to 
eliminate microphonic noise. GCH-1 is also wax-dipped 2 times with exact melting point. 
GCH-1 has sweet, rich, tasteful, and gorgeous tone shape. Each neck and bridge position 
pickup has well balanced and smooth sound. Both pickups has bright colorful texture and 
warm rich tone. It also works very well in the neck position of a clear bright sound. 
When you play  heavy drive sound with the GCH-1 H + H set, you can
 make fat, rich, and authentic drive sound. 4-conductor cable is 
available to get parallel and coil-split options. 

GCH-1

GCH-2 neck pickup is wound with #42 heavy 
formvar coil to make warm and rich neck sound 
with clarity of tone shape. You can hear the 
warm solid clean sound and nice tonal texture 
classic drive sound. GCH-2 Bridge pickup is 
wound with #43 heavy formvar wire to get 
thicker and heavier solid sound. it has high 
output, rich, full midrange sound with tight 
punch on the bottom. You can adjust each 
string balance with screwed pole 
piece for balanced tone shape.

GCH-2

GCH-1GCH-1 is wound with heavy formvar coil to get 
more presence and full range of classic tone.

N: 8.0 B: 8.8

N: 9.6 B: 15.0
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N: 10.0 B: 16.0

N: 10.0 B: 16.0

N,B: 8.0

N,B: 8.0

Rail Hottest- Modern Power

GSBLN / GSXTN

GHBLN / GHXTN

GHBLN

GHXTN

GSBLN

GSXTN

The giovanni Rails are wound the hottest of any 
Giovanni humbucker. We start with our twin 
steel rails and most powerful alnico magnets, 
polished to a high luster. The midrange is relaxed- 
not quite a “Scoop”. The sound is thoroughly 
modern, with a warm vintage PAF style bottom 
end. Output levels are very high. Rails are an 
especially good pairing with a modern amplifier. 
High end and bottom end are pronounced- even 
old fashioned amps sound supercharged with a 
pair of Rails driving them. They're meticulously 
vacuum potted in paraffin wax, and are four 
wire for easy coil tapping..
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The perfect combination of Alnico Rod and 
Ferrite magnet can create screaming sound 
no one can beat.

GHB-1

GHB-3

GHB-5

GHB-8

With the A.V.T (ARTEC VINTAGE TECHNOLOGY) and our long time experience, we create 
these monsters for Heavy Metal sound. The Heavy Bucker series are the result and will 
make your guitar to Hot Heavy Weapons.

Heavy Bucker

This razor sharp backing tone comes
of HEXA screw and Blade.

GHB3 

The GHB3 humbucker is 
recommended for doom, thrash, 
metal as well as heavy rock. 

GHB1 

Using Neodium Magnet, gives you High Gain 
Drive Sound with fast response.

GHB8 

GHB5 

N: 9.2 B: 14.6

N: 8.6 B: 12.8

N: 9.6 B: 15.0

N: 9.2 B: 14.6
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The GVPB provides full sound with emphasized 
low bottom. Reverse Wound Reverse Polarity 
was applied like hum canceling effect. 
American wire gauge enamel coil is applied 
to express dynamic with wide sensitive 
frequency. 

Since Tut marc’s development in 1930’s, worldwide bass players mostly have been playing 
J-type, P-type and humbucker type bass pickups in Jazz, Latin, Blues, Rock and more. 
Each VINTAGE BASS pickup provides characteristic mid low sound tone either walking 
bass, slap rhythm and solo. 

Vintage Bass

The GVJB pickup has little more distinctive 
clarity, full midrange with little less treble 
than GVPB. 
The AWG42 Heavy Formvar coil is used with
 AlNiCo5 rods. Both pickups are wired in 
parallel with 2 volumes 1 tone in common.

GVPB

GVPB

GVJB

N: 10.2

N: 7.5 B: 8.0

GVJB
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These pickups recreate the MusicMan® style pickups sound 
while adding excellent string to string balance and rich 
harmonic sound. Players can sense immediately the 
sound of clear treble, articulate midrange and 
big bottom. These pickups are very suitable 
for rock/funk and excellent for slapping.

GMM

Soap Bar Bass

GMM4

GMM5

GMM6

N,B: 11.6

N,B: 13.6

N,B: 14.4
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These soap bar pickups are louder and clearer 
than the other bass pickups. The pickups give 
you more control over the tone coming out of 
your bass and allow you to have versatile unit 
that can be used for anything from the cleanest 
highs to punchy lows.You will need to hear and 
experience the difference. 

GMB

GMB4

GMB6

N,B: 11.6

N,B: 13.6
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WCSB-RC WCSB-BBWCSB-ZB WCSB-MPWCSB-WL

WCSB-RC WCSB-BBWCSB-ZB WCSB-MPWCSB-WL

WCNB-MP

N,B: 8.0

N,B: 8.0
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Bass Equalizers

BE2 has specially designed for excellent bass sound 
effect with simple and easy installation for any Electric 
Bass guitars. It features Bass, Treble, Balance and 
Volume knobs are on-board with Battery hole in center 
could eliminate unnecessary spaces and wires. Using 
advanced Surface Mount Technology could reduce 
unwanted sound (Noise) while increasing sound quality 
and it’s reliability. One great concern for the installation, 
semi-fixed potentiometer could increase BE2’s flexibility 
for the precise aperture requirement. Each band has 
up to 12 dB of cut and boost. 
ARTEC guaranees a virtually 
noiseless sound with long 9V
battery life. More than 4000
hours in continuous use. 

SE2 features a pre-wired balance control and master 
volume and treble on separate potentiometers with 
the bass on SMT PCB. Each control pots are designed 
to connect to PCB by a connector, which make SE2 
installation easier and versatile. Additional wiring you 
may need for SE2 installation is just Pickup, Output 
Jack, Ground and Battery cable. High Impedance Input 
design can match with any Active or Passive Pickup 
and also Low Impedance Output will keep the same 
tone from your guitar to any PA system without losing 
high frequency response. 

SE2-A features SE2 with Concentric Potentiometer, 
that is Bass and Treble EQ bands are on one pot 
and mounted on SMT PCB.

SE3 features a pre-wired balance control and master 
volume, Bass and treble on separate potentiometers 
with the mid band control on SMT PCB. Each control 
pots are designed to connect to PCB by connectors, 
which make SE3 installation easier. Using advanced 
Surface Mount Technology could reduce unwanted 
sounds while increasing sound quality and it’s reliability. 
More than 2000 hours in continuous use.
  
SE3-A features SE3 with a Con-
centric Potentiometer, which is 
Bass and Treble bands are on 
one pot and mounted on SMT 
board.

SE3P features a pre-wired balance control, master 
volume, Bass and treble on separate potentiometers
with the mid band control  and Frequency Range 
Shift on one Concentric Pot. Each control pots are 
designed to connect to PCB by a connector, which 
make SE3P installation easier and versatile. More 
than 2000 hours in continuous use.

SE3P-A features SE3P with 
Concentr ic Potent iometer,  
which is Bass and Treble eq’s
on one Concentric pot.

BE2  ‘ALL IN ONE’ 
ON BOARD 2BAND EQ

SE2 BASS & TREBLE
EQUALIZER FOR BASSES

SE3 BASS, MIDDLE & TREBLE
EQUALIZER FOR BASSES

SE3P PARAMETRIC 3 BAND
EQUALIZER FOR BASSES
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Circuits for Electric GuitarCircuits for Electric Guitar

VTC

EXP

BCU

SDA-P

QDD QTA QTP

SDA-T QTB

MT3MT2

EX3

EXP/EX3 is the combined equalizer that has three unique functions in one unit 
- the frequency expander,a mid-band peak control and a flat booster. The EXP/
EX3 is designed to keep the over all gain constantly that provides operation 
stability while you are playing your guitar on the stage.

It is designed to supplement 
the resonance and to change 
the frequency and gain spon-
taneously that provide the 
controllable parametric EQ 
option. 

   Output : 2.5 W RMS 
   Current at no signal : 2 mA 
   Power requirement : 12 V ~ 2.8 V 
   Speaker requirement : 4”  8 ohm

Multi purpose 2/3 band EQ
It is designed for various purposes 
and easy installation in any situa-
tion ; Magnetic P/U, Piezo P/U and
Low Impedance input. It is fixed by  
Epoxy in Precision Pickup case
for better flexibility & reliability.  

SDA delivers powerful volume with less 
noise. From clean tone to heavy distor-
t ion, you can rely on SDA to create the 
best sound you could ever imagine.
Applying the BTL ci rcui t could generate higher 
output LED, Head Phone Jack can be installed
without any addi tional  parts Trimmer controls 
the gain in a low frequency range, al lows you 
can control  Clean and Heavy drive sound.

VTC / VTB offer powerful bass response and lots of volume, 
yet still deliver clear trebles and open-airy midrange.  
It is specially designed to eliminate the noise, so you can hear from the 
natural tone to tube over driven sound of your guitar.  Only extremely little 
amounts of current drain (30 uA) required.  Your 9 V battery will last long 
for years. VTC / VTB will work with passive, active pickup and bass guitars.

VTB1      VTB2

 A built-in 5 steps
 distortion on 
 Electric guitars
9V batt : more than 4000 
hours in continuous use.

The 5 steps Active 
tone selector
:The gain controller that 
provides 4 different peak 
resonances.

The 5 steps Passive
Tone selector
The passive tone fil-
ter of the traditional 
RC methods applied

4 step clean booster & 
passive bypass mode.
QTB has 4 different level 
of gain control 
- 0dB / 6dB / 14dB / 20dB 
- Low profile 
- No switch niose
- Long battery life time
  (3000 hours)
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HOT

Vintage

Medium Neodium

Ferrite

Alnico

Single Poly Nylon

Plain Enamel

Heavy Formvar

Single

Humbucker

rotor resistance 
value, unit: k




